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INSTITUTIONAL

Located in the picturesque location of the mountainous region of karjat, this Training Academy is amidst green fields atop a
hillock with gradual slopes ascending from North-west to South-east. With the Western Ghats and Sahyadri Hills as the backdrop, the region is rich in Maratha Fort and Vernacular Architecture and hence serves as a source of inspiration for the design process.
This Energy-efficient, Green Campus efficently uses the prevailing contours to create multiple levels within built forms and
sheltered outdoor spaces. A central North-South longitudinal axis threads a linear sequence of built spaces interlinked with
intermediate spaces. The severe, almost square exterior envelops an intricate interior configuration glimpsed through openings and from protrustions above.

PROJECT BRIEF

“We aspire to make the campus a platinum rated LEED certfied & 4-star rated GRIHA certified building and adhering to ECBC code”

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

Efficient use of contours to create multiple levels within built forms creating sheltered outdoor spaces. A courtyard acts
as a catchment area for surface – level winds and also remains a source of light for the spillover spaces of the built mass
surrounding it.
Use of intermediate spaces between two or more built masses along a longitudinal thread to form a linear sequence of
spaces. Hierarchy in the pedestrian walkways through landscape and building elements creates varied experience. Monumental architectural elements such as Obelisk to be placed at vital locations on the pedestrian axis. The design evolves
through a central axis along which the built mass are interlinked with intermediate spaces, which further interflows into
the recreational spaces before terminating into the residential spaces.

GREEN
FEATURES

Use of renewal energy sources ,conservation and protection of fertile top soil during the time of construction and post
construction. Fly ash contect in for concrete works, plastering etc was used. Plantation of evergreen trees and native
trees for low maintenance and solid waste segregation for Bio-degradable and non-biodegradable waste. 1% of total lighting load to be generated by solar power, use of solar markers and solar street lights

“Hierarchy of courtyards and voids along with a clear distinct axis create variety of serial views with its unique characterstics”

ARCHITECTURAL
STRATEGIES

The amphitheatre has been carved out of the natural topography while the auditorium cantilevers above it providing a
shaded sit-out below. The entire built form as well as the landscaping strictly follows the site contours. The entrance
plaza in the main block leads to the central common plaza between the two blocks further leading to the inner courtyards. The corridors act as a transition space between courtyards and the classrooms. The intermediate spaces relates the building to one another resulting into organized coherent patterns of forms and space. The severe, almost
square exterior envelops an intricate interior configuration glimpsed through openings and from protrusions above.
The inside order accommodates the multiple functions of an institutions while the outside order expresses the unity of
scale and propotions.
The central semi-shade courtyard is overlooked by the corridors and the bridge above in every block, serving as a vibrant congregation space for the residents of each such unit. The deep balconies function as a sun-shading element
cutting the direct penetration of harsh sunlight into the hostel rooms. They also serveas elevated green terraces at
multiple levels. The north light in the terrace serves as a source of natural diffused light, ambient for room. This helps
in maximizing the daylight and minimizing the heat gain.
The prevailing dry winds borrow the moisture from the organically placed water bodies along the central circulation
spine thus resulting in flow of cool breeze flowing across the intermediate spaces. This helps in bringing down the temperature at the micro-climate level.
The overhead bridges at the mid-levels reduce the circulation from one block to another. The bridges also shift the main
circulation away from the training rooms, thus avoiding unnecessary disturbances and cutting down the noise levels.

“The intermediate spaces relates the building to one another resulting into organized coherent patterns of forms & space”
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